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Grr. Friday Night Alibi by Cassie Mae is the first book I’ve read in the 

relatively-new genre called “New Adult.” This is a genre – or category 

– of fiction that began simmering in 2009 but now seems to be bubbling. 

In “New Adult” fiction, the characters range from 18-25 and are 

expected to make hard decisions about life: sexuality, love, fleeing the 

nest, and career. I get that; these characters would experience a different 

set of responsibility-based challenges than would a high school student. 

Now Hear This: If FNA is representative of “New Adult” fiction, I vow 

to never read another one promoted as such. (That being said, I suspect 

I will indeed read another just for comparison’s sake. Call it fair and 

just research.) Short of being the most immature book with the most 

juvenile 18-year old narrator I’ve ever encountered, I dread what this self-centered, rich-bitch 

Southern Baptist “good Christian” girl will be when she’s older. And, I hope, the “New Adult” tag 

doesn’t mean that every character in every such book is rich, spoiled, immature, on her way to 

college, and Christian. If they are, the genre may as well be called “Rich, Spoiled, Immature, on 

Her Way to College Christian Fiction.” (I’d have a difficult time giving up more of my life to 

another like this, but I have to do the abovementioned research.)  Grr.  As for the “Christian” part, 

the narrator is as much a lying, deceitful little tramp as I’d ever known from Sunday School. I just 

don’t have time for that. (The Christian part, not the lying, deceitful little tramp part.) 

Eighteen-year old high school graduate Kelli Pinkins, a Georgia peach from the über-upscale 

community of Sundale, has everything including an über-sized trust fund; a maid who silently 

pities the poor girl; stereotypical über-wealthy parents who show their love by throwing cash at 

her; an in-bedroom theater and electronic showroom; her very own Mercedes Benz; and a 

successful cash business as her partying and coupled friends’ Friday night alibi (because you know 

you can’t be seen with the wrong person or you’ll lose your über-sized trust fund before you get 

to college). When she finally meets a slightly-older guy who plays along with her pranks and acts 

like the mother she needs, she doesn’t know what to do beyond hurling sarcastic barbs; reeling in 

a sea of schizophrenic mood swings; and engaging in hug sessions with her favorite stuffed 

animal.  Grr. The entire book is her coming to terms with the fact that Chase, the slightly-older 

guy, isn’t the “Moron” she thinks he is (the nickname she gives him from the moment they meet), 

although for my time and money, his nickname for her could be my one-word book 

review:  “Stinky.” 

From start to finish everything is a string of cotton candy crises; hipster slang in convo overdrive; 

and gratuitous mentions of rich girl toys. It’s mean, pristine, and squeaky clean because “Moron” 

and “Stinky” don’t get past their make-out sessions. Frankly, I don’t know what Chase, an 

accomplished goth-dressing violinist with a sad family secret, sees in her – unless deep down he 

likes to think of her as the pre-teen-with-the-shivers-and-giggles she appears to be. But he turns 

out to be a nice guy who has a hairy chest and wants Kelli for himself, not as a Friday night alibi 

for her friends. Oh, what’s a girl to do? Grr. The hard decision that Kelli is forced to make really 

isn’t a difficult one at all; it’s common-sensed based, but she, apparently, doesn’t know that. 
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Truth be told, I’m reading a middle grade book in which the 13-year old narrator is far more mature 

not only in his outlook but also in his perspective, reactions, and vocabulary. I know I can count 

on him to give me the deets of his story without making my skin crawl and my throat gag up. Sarah 

Dessen’s characters in transition from high school to college manage to make the hard decisions 

about life as mentioned above quite nicely and quite age-appropriately. Her YA-tagged characters 

don’t make me fear for the future. 

Technical Side Note about Chase that to some may be a spoiler but I’m guessing that doesn’t 

include you: “Moron” keeps crawling up the side of “Stinky’s” house and onto her bedroom 

balcony. No matter what time of day or night, he walks right in, and reprimands her for never 

putting the alarm system on when she’s alone in the house. For as many times as he scolds and she 

never does what he asks, I believe the reader could at least have been rewarded by someone 

actually breaking in and causing some degree of kerfuffle. That may have provided some action 

in the book, and it would have justified Chase’s constant and relentless concern. 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
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